UPDATE ON RON'S CANCER 12/2015
>>
>>Ronnie’s Prostate Cancer Ordeal - How he,(2016) YEARS later, is still cancer free.
>>
>>Sept. 2012 I sat waiting for Ronnie to come out of the doctor’s private examining room where he was
to get a prostate cancer biopsy. When he came out he was in a lot of pain. “I couldn‟t go through with it,
I‟ll have to go to the hospital”, he said. “The tests show I definitely do have prostate cancer. The Gleason
test showed from one to ten, I am a seven, which means the cancer is ready to get aggressive.” After the
biopsy, done in the hospital, it agreed with the doctor‟s verdict; there was no doubt, Ronnie had a very
serious cancer problem. This is his story; I won‟t go into how that made me feel. We had already suffered
through the loss of son, Cliff, both our Mother‟s, and a daughter, Sheila, who had died from breast cancer,
all within the span of four years. During which time I spent fourteen days in the hospital with massive
blood clots on both lungs, and later a frozen shoulder which led to surgery. During the same period our
Indiana home was broken into, taking a lot of valuable tools, and other valuable items. We were still
fighting depression. Now there was to be a new problem, Ronnie had to make a decision. Since Ronnie
insisted on no chemo, the doctor gave us three choices: surgery, radiation, or a six month hormone
therapy shot. We settled for the shot which was supposed to keep the cancer from spreading for six
months. It could only be taken two more times, at which time the body would become immune to it .
Without any other treatment he may have at least five years of life after that. We grieved for a couple
weeks and then started planning to go back to Florida for the winter. First we attended our yearly
religious festival, “The Feast of Tabernacles” and requested the prayers of the many brethren there.
Prayers were also offered up to God in our own Home Bible study group. When we got to Florida our
friends there begin praying for us, too. Needless to say we did a lot of praying. Ronnie continued
struggling with vomiting, frequent painful urination, and discomfort. Added to his other problems he
started having hot flashes, from the shot, that was a constant irritation. In the meantime we started
searching the internet for alternate solutions. Nothing seemed reliable until daughter, Tammy, introduced
the web site of Jim Humble to us. We had studied several others but this one really got our attention. We
felt like God was answering so many of our prayers. We sent for the book and the minerals Jim
introduced. Ronnie mixed the inexpensive liquid combinations himself, and drank it as instructed every
day. Gradually he begin to feel better. The symptoms left. We all rejoiced. Before we left Florida for
Indiana he went for a last check up there in Feb. 2013. The doctor seemed surprised that his prostate had
shrunk and made the comment that it was really small and questioned as to whether Ronnie had ever had
prostate cancer. But the records were there! When Ronnie told him he had been taking a mineral called
Miracle Mineral Solution that enhanced the immune system, the doctor commented, “Oh that will never
work”. Can you believe that? When the results of his blood test came back his P.S.A. test had dropped
from 7.6 to 1.2, and is still about 3.5. He had one more test by the same office that had given him the six
month shot. The doctor was so impressed with the result of the P.S.A. test that he asked to see the book,
and made the comment, “I‟ll have to look into that!” He scheduled Ronnie for another appointment in
three months, and didn‟t even examine him. I think he just wants to see for himself if it‟s really going to
last. But we know Ronnie is cancer free! Some may want more information on this mineral, if so, you need
to go to the website “WWW.Jim Humble - MMS. You can get a news letter from them every month by email. He is doing amazing things in Africa where he is freed to work. This mixture of minerals strengthens

the immune system so strongly that it will kill many germ related diseases, not just cancer. There is a long
list of diseases that it will get rid of if done right. The only thing I can think of that it won‟t heal is
something like broken bones, damaged nerves, dementia, weakness, etc. If you or someone you know
that is debilitated with a serious disease spread the word, you may save a life. Look for the newsletter
from Jim as God‟s answer to Ronnie's Cancer. It will give you an idea what this man is doing for people.
>>
=-=-=--=-=-=-==--==--==-=-=--==-=-=-=-=-==---===-==-===-=>>May 14, 2013 News Letter from the Man who taught Ronnie how to be CANCER FREE
>>
>>*Malaria Finally Defeated*
>>The worst disease of mankind, *malaria*, a disease that has killed more humans than all the wars of
mankind, was finally defeated and the defeat was proven a fact by the Red Cross on the 16th of December
2012. The location was Africa, in the country of Uganda, Luuka District.
>>The test was conducted by the International Red Cross, the Uganda Red Cross, the local health
authorities, and other Ugandan scientists and laboratories. Total scientific testing was maintained
throughout the 4-day operation. There were doctors to sign off on the blood tests, malaria test strips to
show malaria, and official microscope technicians to even verify the number of malaria parasites present
in each malaria victim. The microscope technicians have officially identified malaria parasites on a daily
basis. Other personnel present were nurses to help the doctors, video technicians, people to serve as
observers and various other personnel.
>>Klaas Proesmans, a prominent Red Cross figure and CEO of the Water Reference Center of the
International Red Cross, told me that he had wondered if there might be some truth in the claim by the
Genesis 2 Church that MMS (chlorine dioxide) actually killed malaria and returned health to malaria
victims. He finally decided to personally finance a full scale malaria clinical trial in the jungle on actual
malaria victims rather than laboratory rats.
>>Klaas Proesmans came to our seminar in Mexico that teaches the use of chlorine dioxide to cure
diseases. He arrived here in Mexico about 2 months before the actual clinical trial of the 4 days that was
from the 11th to the 16th of December, 2012, in Uganda. He said to me at that time that he really didn’t
think chlorine dioxide worked to cure diseases but he felt it was his job to prove it one way or the other.
At the time of this clinical trial many diseases were treated, but the disease of interest was malaria. And
154 cases of malaria were given doses of MMS which, of course, was chlorine dioxide. All 154 cases were
free of malaria within 24 hours of taking the dose, with only 11 cases requiring a second dose. This was all
recorded on DVD and on paper with signatures of doctors and technicians. There was no chance of
mistake. One hundred and fifty-four cases of malaria were made well. We have the original DVD’s, plus
copies of the DVD’s, copies of the signatures or even actual signatures, as well as copies of all papers and
signatures of those who were cured. All of this will be recorded on YouTube with the exception of the
signatures of the malaria victims, as that takes individual permission, but the signatures are available for
use in court if needed.
>>There was some worry about possible side effects to people taking MMS, but since chlorine dioxide is
used to purify water in thousands of municipal water purification systems and used for treating vegetables
around the world, there are numerous tests showing the safety of ingesting chlorine dioxide. Millions of
people have been ingesting chlorine dioxide for nearly a hundred years. At this time as many as 10 million
people have used chlorine dioxide to overcome diseases. For the 15 years since I first began to treat
people for diseases there have been no recorded deaths or permanent damage to a single human being.
>>*Some further details*: I can’t praise Klaas Proesmans enough for his forwardlooking, personal

responsibility towards the human race. That he would personally arrange this malaria clinical trial by first
insisting and then financing the clinical trial itself is monumental. If the information gets used, Klaas will
have saved thousands of lives, many thousands, even millions of lives. These malaria victims, children and
adults, who are at this moment dying, are no less valuable than all the other people of the world. Who
knows, one of them might grow up to save the human race. We can save them so why don’t we?
>>The greatest cause of poverty in Africa is malaria. The millions of sick people are needed to work in
the fields. Without malaria poverty will be almost nonexistent. Imagine if there were 80 million people
sick with malaria in the US. We could easily soon have the same poverty rampant in America. So we need
to save those lives.
>>*But to save lives we need your help*: We must get this information out to the world. If you never help
ever again, this time humanity needs your help. Mankind must know about this development. This is one
time that what you personally do will have a direct effect on saving lives, not theoretically, actually. It is so
important that we get this information to our friends, magazines, newspapers, TV stations, radio stations,
web radio stations, and government officials such as Mayors and Governors because thousands of lives
depend upon it.
>>*More than 3000 children die from malaria every day*. Science has proven again and again that it can
solve any problem presented to it. The idea that we need to allow our children to suffer to their death
because there are too many people on Earth is totally repugnant, but there are people who suggest it. I
know that there are medical people who would spend years testing MMS while children and adults die
from malaria, but ask any one of those who are dying if they would rather die than maybe have some
minor side effect that has not yet shown up. And of course you will find that no one wants that. So since I
have already tested it for 15 years, are we going to go ahead and save those 3000 who die each day or do
we spend another year testing while more than 1 million die from malaria? *You know the answer to that*.
*We have to save all that we can save right now*. But the real question is, *WHAT IS THE RED CROSS
GOING TO DO*?
>>I’m not going to say a lot right now because we want to give the Red Cross time to do the “right
thing.”
>>Let me ask you again but a little more to the point. Please, please, send this NEWSLETTER out to as
many people as you can. This is one of those few times that what you do will make a difference. No
matter who you are or where you are, if you will send out this newsletter to friends and just anyone, the
chances are 99% that you will affect at least one life in Africa. They could be saved and that would be at
least one person who no longer need suffer. And chances are very high it would be a lot more. And
maybe, just maybe, the letter you send out will go to the right person and it will cause a million lives to be
saved.
>>
>>TO ORDER MMS AND BOOK
>>
>>Get latest MMS info at: www.jimhumble.biz or www.jimhumble.com To order MMS solution, send email
to clara@ureach..com or call Clara at 775-530-7756. She is elderly and very busy so you may have to
leave her a message and wait for her to call back. You can also order the MMS book from her. The book is
only around $29. Or it can be downloaded a lot less (or for free.) The two minerals (to mix) comes in two
bottles and costs around $45. which lasts for a month or two. Ron was healed for less $100. in a couple
months. He was very aggressive and followed the directions faithfully. We are so very thankful for all the
prayers that we feel God heard and lead us to Jim Humble. Believe it or not, Ronnie still suffers from hot

flashes caused by the hormone shot the doctor gave him! If he had it to do over he would refuse that,
too.

